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Abstract. This paper gives an overview of a research project which resulted in the development of a prototype tool for author attribution (TAT). The tool was trained on two email corpora (English and Arabic) and produces probabilities for the basic demographic traits (gender, age, geographic origin, level of education and native language) and some psychometric traits of the author of a text. The system also provides the probability of a match between a given email and other texts. I will describe the overall system and its components and outline the ways in which the email data is processed and analysed, before describing the Machine Learning setup used to produce the classifiers for the different author traits. I will conclude by presenting the experimental results, which are promising for most traits examined.
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1. Author attribution and author profiling

Authorship attribution is the task of deciding for a given text which author (usually from a predefined set of authors) has written it. Classic examples include authorship attribution studies on the Bible [1], Shakespeare’s works [2] or the Federalist Papers [3]. For a long time, the main applications were restricted to literary texts. Recently, authorship attribution has gained new life in the fight against cyber crime and in a more general search for reliable identification techniques [4, 5, 6, 7]. Being able to predict automatically the identity of authors from their texts has a number of potential applications. For example, if a text poses any type of threat, then identifying the source of the threat is the first step in countering it. In this context, author profiling forensics can be helpful to at least narrow the list of potential authors [8, 9, 10]. Another area where author identification and profiling can provide valuable information is in deriving marketing intelligence from the acquired profiles [11] and in the rapidly growing field of sentiment analysis and classification [12].

The task of authorship attribution has traditionally been carried out on data from small sets of authors. For larger data sets, involving more authors, the challenge of identifying individual authors is more difficult. In such cases, predicting characteristics, or traits, of authors can be a good alternative and provide clues as to the author’s identity.
Author profiling is the task of predicting one or more such author traits and an author profile consists of the resulting set of one or more predicted traits. Importantly, and contrary to author attribution, the author profiling task is possible even when documents by the author are not in the training data. Also in contrast to author attribution, greater accuracy can be expected when the training data contains texts from more authors, because the models learned for each trait are then expected to be more robust.

In this talk, I will discuss some aspects of a project in which we developed a language-independent prototype system for text attribution. The Appen Text Attribution Tool (TAT) aims to provide information about the authors of texts for a variety of document types and a range of languages. The current implementation of the Appen TAT produces profiles for the authors of email messages written in English [13] and in Arabic [14]. These profiles consist of probabilities for the author's basic demographic traits such as gender, age, geographic origin, level of education and native language, as well as for some psychometric traits.

Most research into author profiling focuses on the prediction of a small number of traits, e.g. gender [9], gender and age [15], neuroticism and extraversion [9], neuroticism, agreeableness, extraversion and conscientiousness [12], neuroticism, agreeableness, extraversion, conscientiousness, and openness [16]. Our project, as far as we know, covers the largest number of traits to be predicted, since we predict a total of ten traits for English, five demographic and five psychometric traits, and seven traits for Arabic, three demographic and four psychometric traits.

Various machine learning techniques have been employed for profiling or trait prediction. Our approach has been to experiment with a number of machine learners and to select the best combination of machine learning algorithm and feature set for each trait.

For author profiling applications, an interesting question is how much data is actually necessary to perform reliable profiling. While we do not claim to be able to give a definite answer to this question, our experiments show that we can already get useful results with the relatively small amount of data we used for training.

2. The Data

As in all author attribution and author profiling studies, the choice of data was an extremely important issue. We decided to focus on email messages, as opposed to blogs or chat room data, and to collect spontaneous rather than artificially elicited data. The corpus we used was collected specifically for the Appen TAT project and the data collection itself was a large part of the overall effort for the project. Our corpus thus constitutes a completely new data set, consisting of two sets of emails from 1,033 English speakers and from 1,030 Arabic speakers.

We collected emails in several varieties of English, from both native and non-native speakers of English, coming from different geographical areas: on the one hand, native speakers of US English and native speakers of Australian or New Zealand English; on the other hand, native speakers of Spanish living in the US and native speakers of Egyptian Arabic living in Egypt. The Arabic data set consists of emails written by native speakers of Egyptian Arabic.

Table 1 gives an overview of the email corpus, with statistics for the number of
authors, number of emails and total number of words for each language. For the Arabic data, we also include the number of emails in Arabic script and in Latin script.

Table 1. Overview of the email corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Native lang.</th>
<th># authors</th>
<th># emails</th>
<th># words total</th>
<th># words by author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>4,723</td>
<td>2,405,792</td>
<td>1,580,305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>178,848</td>
<td>137,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS/NZ</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>1,005</td>
<td>533,000</td>
<td>437,424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>1,023</td>
<td>519,904</td>
<td>461,797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>1,520</td>
<td>461,955</td>
<td>443,265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total English</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,033</td>
<td>9,035</td>
<td>4,068,604</td>
<td>3,087,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>1,030</td>
<td>8,028</td>
<td>2,153,933</td>
<td>2,153,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic script</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,367</td>
<td></td>
<td>581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin script</td>
<td></td>
<td>701</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,063</td>
<td>17,804</td>
<td>6,221,997</td>
<td>5,523,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Corpus collection

The data collection processes for the English and Arabic data differed slightly in that the Arabic authors were asked to come to a central location where they were supervised, while the process used for the collection of the English data was completely on-line and unsupervised. However, in both cases, the process included notification of privacy and the assurance that the identity of the respondents would be protected. In both types of collection, the respondents agreed to fill out a web questionnaire in order to provide demographic and psychometric information about themselves and then to donate at least ten email messages. The demographic traits cover basic demographic information about the author: age, gender, native language, level of education and main country of residence. For the Arabic data collection, native language is always Arabic and country of residence is always Egypt. For the psychometric traits, all the English collections (with the exception of Egyptian English) use a short version of the International Personality Item Pool (IPIP) questionnaire [17]. The psychometric traits for the Arabic collection are based on a customized version of the short Eysenck Personality Questionnaire Revised (EPQR-S) [18]. While the IPIP yields five psychometric traits: agreeableness, extraversion, neuroticism, conscientiousness, and openness (also referred to as the “Big Five”) [19], the EPQ [20] aims to analyse personality along four traits, namely extraversion, neuroticism, psychoticism (split up into conscientiousness and agreeableness in the Big Five) and lie.

After completing the questionnaire, respondents in the English data collection forwarded some of their previously sent email messages, e.g. from their email client's sent mail folder, to the data collection email address. In the Arabic data collection, the writers either forwarded previously sent email messages or composed new emails which they then sent to their recipients and forwarded to the data collection email address. In either case, the raw email messages were then stored on a dedicated mail server. The email messages were then normalised and validated.

2.2. Data validation

The email messages were first checked manually to filter out erroneous content such as foreign language emails or forwarded chain letters and to ensure consistency and accuracy of the documents in the corpus. As with any collection of email data, plagiarism and copying were issues that required careful checking of all the data received and we developed a plagiarism detector to reject emails which had already been submitted. In addition to the minimum requirement of five lines per email message, data from authors who did not meet a set of satisfaction criteria removed. These criteria were: 1) a valid questionnaire received for a given author; 2) at least five valid email
messages for the author; and 3) a total word count for that author's valid email messages of at least 1000 words for English emails.

Research has shown that the more complex morphology of Arabic (combined with a rich vocabulary) leads to a higher degree of inherent sparseness in Arabic data compared to similar English data. This suggests that larger amounts of data are needed for statistical Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications in Arabic [21]. Therefore, while the minimum amount of data we aimed to collect was set at 1000 words per writer for English, we decided to aim for 2000 words per writer for Arabic. This is of course a separate question from how much data is needed to perform author profiling in either English or Arabic. An additional requirement was that the emails be from different domains, such as personal or business emails. In the end, 2063 respondents were validated with a combined total of 17,864 email messages. The final corpus consists of only about 50% of the total number of emails collected.

3. The Appen TAT

The main goal of the project was to develop a tool which could provide analysts with information about the authors of documents. The requirements were that the tool should take documents as input, produce statistical descriptions of various characteristics of those documents and predict author traits as output. The intended users of the tools are analysts and investigators who are not experts in linguistics and who use documents as evidence in their investigations. The prototype delivered to the client allows users to 1) submit a document and retrieve the predicted author profile for that document; 2) retrieve documents with a similar author profile; 3) specify an author profile and retrieve documents matching that profile.

The tool can thus provide analysts with additional investigative information based on the texts they submit to the tool. Such information can help them identify individuals of interest and potentially link together separate investigations.

3.1. System description

Figure 1 gives a high-level overview of the Appen TAT system. It consists of several data repositories and a number of components for deriving features and for building classifiers.

While the current Appen TAT prototype takes Arabic and English email input, the underlying processing architecture is language independent and can be extended to other types of documents and to other languages. The modular processing architecture is organized around a chain of modules, allowing flexible experimentation with different combinations of modules and providing a robust software framework which promotes reuse of modules and components. The analysis of a document is represented in stand-off annotations and saved in a common structure, the Annotation Repository.
During development of the Appen TAT, the data was first analysed and converted into features used by the classifiers for each of the author traits. The classifiers use both document and linguistic features (see Section 4). The classifiers in the operational system were chosen as the results of experiments with various Machine Learning algorithms and feature combinations (see Section 5).

3.2. The user interface

Developing the user interface for the Appen TAT was a significant part of the project. The interface was designed in collaboration with a professional designer and was first presented to the client for comments and suggestions. A usability study was then conducted with potential users of the tool. Their detailed comments and suggestions were taken into account for the final user interface delivered with the prototype, shown in Fig.2.

4. Analysis

The analysis phase produces the annotations which are then used in the feature extraction phase. There are two ways annotations can be created: automatically, by the analysis modules described below, and manually by human annotators according to pre-specified guidelines using the Callisto tool [22]. Since the Appen TAT needs to be used by non-linguists, our goal is to produce automatically created features. However, during development, we relied on manual annotations for validation purposes and some of the modules described here were trained on manually annotated data. The analysis stage consists of three sets of modules: document parsing, text processing and linguistic analysis, each producing different types of annotations.

4.1. Document Parsing

Each line in the body text of an email document into 5 categories:

1. **Author text**: text that was written by the author and that is not contained in an embedded reply chain of email messages;
2. **Signature**: email signature text, which typically includes contact information, professional details, and/or quotations;
3. **Advertisement**: text automatically appended by the author's email client, such as Yahoo and Hotmail;
4. **Quoted text**: extended quotations, e.g. song lyrics, poems, newspaper articles;
5. **Reply lines**: text that was written in a previous email message that the author is either forwarding or replying to, including text by other writers, text in previous emails by the author of the current email, with their email signatures, advertisements and quotations.

Document parsing is a crucial stage, as it is the linguistic features of the author text which provide most of the clues for author attribution. The input to document parsing is an email
document and the output is the same email document, with the lines of the body text categorised into one of those five categories.

We experimented with Jangada [23], a tool which identifies signature blocks and replies, but unfortunately it did not perform very well on our data, so we developed our own document parser. To compare the performance of Jangada with our document parser, we used ten-fold cross validation on all of the English data. For each train-test partition, our document parser was trained on the training part and its performance was compared with Jangada’s on the testing part. As Jangada can only identify Author text, Reply and Signature lines, we cannot compare the performances of the two tools in recognising all 5 categories. However for the task of identifying those 3 categories, our document parser achieved an F-score of 88.16%, while Jangada performed at 64.22%. For the task of identifying only author lines, our document parser reached an F-score of 90.76%, compared to 74.64% from Jangada.

4.2. Text and Linguistic Processing

In the general case, i.e. for both English and Arabic, text processing consists of two stages: segmentation and punctuation analysis. First, the text in the email is split into paragraphs and paragraphs are then split into sentences and tokens. The latter task is performed with third party tools [24] which generate paragraph, sentence and token annotations respectively. The use of sentence punctuation marks and other special characters is then analysed. The special marks and characters include, but are not limited to, special markers, e.g. two hyphens \-\-" followed by a newline which often indicate that an email signature follows; quotation marks, which sometimes signal the presence of a quotation; and emoticons, such as \(-\)" or \(\o\)". This information is stored as attributes of token annotations which are used for calculating character-level features.

The aim of the linguistic analysis stage is to produce more linguistically informed annotations, such as Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags. Unlike text processing, linguistic processing deals with aspects of texts which are usually language-dependent and thus requires linguistic resources such as word lists.

To identify certain key phrases, we developed a Named Entity Recognizer (NER) using gazetteers and grammars. We decided to implement our own NER to identify people, locations, organisations, dates etc. because most available systems were developed on news corpora, i.e. a very different domain from ours. All the heuristics in our NER are based on email data; additional lexicons were developed manually to identify set phrases, for instance farewells and greetings.

Arabic emails present a number of challenges for NLP and specific modules had to be developed to handle these, in particular: different ways of writing Arabic in Latin script (so-called “franco-arabic”), spelling variants in the Egyptian dialect and possible spelling normalisation, morphological complexity, the use of English loanwords and their transliterations, spelling errors and typos.

5. Machine Learning Classification

Many problems in NLP have lent themselves to solutions using statistical language processing techniques. Author profiling can be considered a type of document classification task, where the classes correspond to traits of the authors. These traits are arranged along various dimensions, with different options for each dimension being mutually exclusive. For example male and female are the
possibilities for the *gender* dimension. For each dimension, the email and questionnaire data are used to construct classifiers, using a range of ML techniques.

A document constitutes a single data instance. For each experiment ten-fold cross-validation was used and we also used ten-fold cross-validation during training, for feature selection and model parameter tuning. Once the best combination of ML classifiers, parameters and feature selection was determined, that model was used to classify the test data to evaluate the performance of the chosen model.

For each author, a feature vector is calculated. Typically, a feature is a descriptive statistic calculated from both the raw text and the annotations. For example, a feature might express the relative frequency of two different annotation types (e.g. number of words/number of sentences), or the presence or absence of an annotation type (e.g. signature). For the English data, 689 features were calculated. These were divided into three main groups, namely character-level, lexical, and structural features. For the Arabic data, 518 features were calculated, also divided into several subgroups.

The aim of the classifier is to match feature vectors from the document with author traits. Ordered pairs of feature vectors and author traits are used to train and tune machine learning classifiers. Formally, classifiers are functions which map feature vectors to author traits and there will be classifiers for each author trait such as *gender*, *age*, etc. We experimented with various machine learning algorithms as classifiers, using the WEKA toolkit [25] to find the best classifier for each trait. During training, classifiers are created by the selection of sets of features for each author trait, and classifier parameters are tuned through cross-validation. To evaluate and test the classifiers, new documents are given as input and existing classifiers are selected to predict author traits.

The machine learning algorithms we tried include decision trees (J48 [26], RandomForest [27]), lazy learners (IBk [28]), rule-based learners (JRip [29]), Support Vector Machines (SMO [30], LibSVM [31]), as well as ensemble/meta-learners (Bagging [32], AdaBoostM1 [33]). These algorithms were used in combination with feature selection methods based on either a feature sub-set evaluator together with a search method (consistency subset evaluator with a best-first search) or a single attribute evaluator with various numbers of attributes selected ($X^2$, GainRatio, and InformationGain) (see chapter 10.8 in [25] for details).

### 6. Results and Discussion

Table 2 shows the best results for English on all ten traits (demographic and psychometric) whereas Table 3 shows the best results for Arabic on the seven traits to be predicted. Both tables also include the baselines associated with each separate classification task, calculated on the corresponding data sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>ML algo</th>
<th>Feat. sel</th>
<th>Best Features</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>56.44</td>
<td>39.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>59.22</td>
<td>54.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Bagging</td>
<td>InfoGain</td>
<td>all-compact</td>
<td>44.72</td>
<td>02.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>59.91</td>
<td>56.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>54.11</td>
<td>57.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Age
-orientation | EBk     | char-strict|char-strict | 53.16   | 40.51    |
| Consent
-orientation| EBk     | char-strict|char-strict | 51.92   | 43.72    |
| Education
-orientation| LibSVM  | char-strict|char-strict | 57.72   | 45.17    |
| Salary
-orientation| EBk     | char-strict|char-strict | 54.29   | 42.34    |
| Opinions       | Bagging | strict    | strict        | 55.32   | 47.20    |

Table 2. Results for the English data
Table 3. Results for the Arabic data

These results show that, for the demographic and the psychometric author profiles, classification is significantly improved over the baseline for all ten traits in the case of English and for six out of seven traits for Arabic. This demonstrates that the approach we took of combining ML algorithms, together with our particular feature set, is successful for binary as well as n-ary classifications on very diverse classification tasks. For predicting level of education in Arabic emails, virtually no improvement can be seen over the baseline; this is due to the extremely skewed data, as indicated by the very high baseline of 93.62%. Even though the baselines for the other Arabic demographic traits are also quite high, our system still achieves a better classification accuracy for age and gender than the majority baseline.

The results of experiments aimed at discovering how well a range of ML algorithms perform on this data set for various demographic and psychometric author traits show that the chosen approach works well for author profiling and that using different classifiers in combination with a subset of available features can be beneficial for predicting single traits.

7. Conclusion

I have presented a research project in which we implemented machine learning techniques to classify a new set of data in order to produce author profiles based on a number of author traits. Such a project combines software engineering, data collection and corpus studies, computational linguistics, machine learning experiments and interface design. It is only possible with a team of people with diverse qualifications and skills and, as with the design of the user interface, may require contracting special professional skills.

Such a project also requires flexibility in the choice of tools and techniques. We experimented with a number of third party tools before deciding whether to integrate them (e.g. open source ML tools), re-implement them (e.g. Named Entity Recogniser) or even design a new tool (e.g. Document Parser). For document processing and linguistic analysis, we used well-known tools to handle English but had to create new modules to handle Arabic and the specific problems of Arabic email texts.

Future research will need to investigate deeper features, such as syntactic information or writing style, which might help to classify the author traits more accurately. It would also be interesting to identify more specialised feature sets for each author trait.
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